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Interfaith meeting
To celebrate the Interreligious
Harmony Week, CC Brasilia
organized a meeting with
several of its members to
share prayers for peace and
foster interreligious and
intercultural dialogue.

Interreligious Harmony

URI in Latin America and the Caribbean is made up of 58 Cooperation Circles in Argentina, Brazil,
Bolivia, Cuba, Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Paraguay, Panama, Peru,
Uruguay and Venezuela. The work includes the cultural, social, and religious diversity and
the great teachings of indigenous cosmovisions.

CC Brasilia, Brazil
This occasion was important
because we were able to
schedule and planning the
activities related to the peace
culture that will be developed
during this year 2020.

Interfaith Meeting
In our Interreligious Meeting we
were a group of friends of the CC
CREE of Quito to share about the
values of friendship, life and
Harmony.
It was a beautiful time together,
with a rich conversation about

Interfaith meeting

CC Interreligious Group of Sao Paulo

To celebrate the Week of Interreligious Harmony, the CC organized a meeting of
several monks in the São Bento Monastery to share prayers for peace and
reconciliation.
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CC CREE, Ecuador
our religions, art and politics.
This is a good date to support us
and plan our activities focused
on interfaith and intercultural
dialogue throughout the year.

WORLD WEEK OF INTERRELIGIOUS HARMONY

CC Curitiba, Brazil

The CC Curitiba celebrated World
Interfaith Harmony Week with its
participation in the creation of the
Interfaith Committee to combat
religious intolerance in Paraná, Brazil.

interreligious and intercultural
dialogue, so necessary to the
coexistence and coexistence of
diversity.

This committee is a good example for
all our CCs in the region as it tries to
involve government institutions in

Interreligious Prayer community of Koskuna
The CC Mukua called upon its
members together with other
neighbors of the Koskuna
community in Panama City to
commemorate the Guna
Revolution that refers to the social
uprising that took place between
February and March 1925, where
the Gunas Indians rebelled at the
Panamanian authorities, as a

CC Mukua, Panama

response to forced westernization
to which they were subjected. It is
a very important date for this
indigenous people so the CC
Mukua took the opportunity to
make a prayer and thus celebrate
interreligious harmony.

WORLD WEEK OF INTERRELIGIOUS HARMONY

CC Femenina, Brazil

The FEMENINA’s CC organized the
Interreligious Celebration at the end of the
tenth week of the UN interfaith harmony in
Sao Paulo. The event took place on Feb 07 th
2020 at 7:30 pm in the monastery of the Sao
Bento School in Sao Paulo.
It was attended by representatives of
religious, spiritual, indigenous traditions and
their friends who called on all religious,

spiritual and indigenous traditions to
promote moments of harmony in their
communities, respecting their traditions and
joining their thoughts and hearts to value the
kindness and trust of the population as a
whole, the union of forces for the good of all
sentient beings.

“The deep knowledge of the religions,
allows to break down the barriers that
separate them”.
Mahatma Gandhi
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Interreligious songs and prayers for the reconciliation and peace of Venezuela
The CC For Dialogue of Caracas carried out
an activity of interreligious songs and
prayers for the reconciliation and peace of
Venezuela in the Romanian Orthodox
Church of Saint Constantine and Saint
Helena last Tuesday, March 3, 2020, at
3:00 p.m.
Choirs of children and youth belonging to

CC For Dialogue

the different religions and spiritual
traditions that participated participated in
this activity: Catholics, Evangelicals,
Orthodox, Buddhists, Brahma Kumaris,
Faith Bahai, among others.
They were songs of peace and at the end
an inter-religious prayer was held to later
share a collaborative snack.

The Old Women Revolution

Buenos Aires, Argentina

CC UNAKITA

The Unakita CC participated in the Meeting
The Revolution of the old women in 1/3
Castelar area, Buenos Aires, Argentina. It was
a meeting of approximately 20 women.

company of other women. We talk about
abuse and violence to be able to denature
the concept and thus be able to live in
harmony, peace and love.

All older adults addressing the problem of a
dignified life. The Unakita CC participated by
proposing workshops of emotional
dependence and self-esteem for the
empowerment of older women,
Comprehensive Sexual Education to prevent
diseases and be informed and to be able to
inform our children and grandchildren,
recover desire, recognize our dreams, share
group spaces to cope with loneliness in the

The impact of our C.C on society is active and
participatory in order to unite all women to
empower us and work on prevention of
sexually transmitted diseases and recover
space for union and empathy. We talked
about URI since in these meetings there
were women of different religions united for
the same purpose, love and peace.

Reflections on the planet that is sacred and wants peace

The CC Unisoes organized a 7-day event
titled Reflections on the planet that is
sacred and wants peace. Talks, workshops
and interreligious and intercultural
meditations were held from the 1st to the
7th of February at the facilities of a
children’s education institution in the

town of Rua Bernardo. The Umbanda
Juriti Center, Brahma Kumaris University,
International Society for Krishna
Consciousness, Roerich Institute and the
Maconica Do Grande Circulo Branco
Order participated.

“All religions, arts and sciences are
branches of the same tree”
Albert Einstein
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CC UNISOES, Brazil

Meeting for union and peace

This meeting sought to promote family
unity, peace and the value of collaboration
between the participating communities
with the singing of parrandas, caps and
carols as an important tradition that
honors the birth of the Infant Jesus.

Latin American of Musicians CC, Venezuela

support of the Board of Directors of Paso
Real Nucleo 2, with: Rodolfo Vásquez
(President); Wilmer Nuñez (Vice
President); Silvia Arellano (Secretary); and
Rafaela Aponte (Administrator). We also
had the support of neighbors who joined
forces to make this meeting possible,
where love and peace reigned, thanks to
the power of music and collaboration.

In this activity, as members of URI, we
talked about the value that peace
represents in these times in the world,
calling for union and family love in times of Participants:
challenge, as well as in times of
Parrandita Nucleo 1: Directed by Josefina
celebration.
Aumaitre
The activity was held on February 7 th
Parrandita Core 2: Directed by
from 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm with the
Andreamaría
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Parrandita Core 3: Directed by Daniel
Miranda.
Musicians:
Rafael Capó (violin)
Nicolas Carpio (drum)
Wilmer Nuñez (drum)
Dwight Carpio (four)
Collaborators:
Williams Hernández (sound)
Neighbors Paso Real Nucleo 2 (snack)

